Modern, updated look and welcoming to patients!

River Ridge Dentistry

Beautiful, new dental office with a modern,
updated look and room to grow
River Ridge Dentistry first opened their doors in 1974 when
Dr. Helmus’ uncle setup the practice. Dr. Helmus purchased
the business in 2006, and it continues to expand as they serve
more and more patients.
“Before moving to the new location on Burlingame Avenue,
we were in an older building on 44th street. It served us
well for many years, but it was quite dated and we definitely
needed more space to support the growth we continue to
experience.” Dr. Jeff Helmus

Dr. Helmus was introduced to First Companies several years
back when they began considering their need for a new space.
The building at 5675 Burlingame Avenue in Wyoming met all
their goals and requirements. It gave them much needed room
to serve their current patient load as well as continue their
expansion in the future.
“I knew First Companies was an expert in building dental offices.
They are known as the people you go to in this industry. So, it
was an easy decision for me to
select them for our build-out.”
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River Ridge Dentistry
New office with a modern, updated look that is warm and welcoming to patients

The new River Ridge Dentistry office features the modern,
updated look Dr. Helmus envisioned, with inviting, warm colors
and natural materials throughout that create a very calming,
comfortable environment for patients. The office layout allows
for an efficient workflow for the staff, with plenty of beautiful

cabinetry for storage and spacious work areas that make the
office attractive and functional.
First Companies completed the interior build-out of the 3,700
square feet office and worked with the dental equipment
supplier to coordinate the installation of all new cabinets and
dental equipment. The project was completed on time and on
budget. The waiting area features a raised ceiling, decorative
lighting, and a large, curved reception desk that is wrapped
in river rock. LED lighting throughout, high efficiency furnaces
and a tankless water heater all help to ensure maximum
energy efficiency. The build-out included a spacious waiting/
reception area, consultation room, staff break room, X-Ray and
sterilization areas, a lab and five
hygiene rooms. There are three
additional treatment rooms that
can be equipped and used in the
future.
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River Ridge Dentistry
New office with a modern, updated look that is warm and welcoming to patients

“The First Companies team was magnificent, and I would highly recommend them. The entire project was smooth and
seamless. Communication was wonderful. In fact, I sent a text late at night about a measurement I needed and received
a response 5 minutes later. Our project manager was always on top of everything, knowing what needed to be done and
taking care of every detail. I would definitely recommend First Companies, and I already have.” Dr. Jeff Helmus
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